Course Context and Overview: This course introduces you to the design and implementation of Android applications for mobile devices. Students will develop an app from scratch, assuming a basic knowledge of Java, and learn how to set up Android Studio, work with various Activities and create simple user interfaces to make your apps run smoothly.

Prerequisite: NIL

Objectives:
The main objective of this course is to understand the Mobile Application programming features. Students will also learn the advantages of Android OS over the other Mobile operating systems. Various trends and updates help students to keep their skills up to date.

Learning Outcomes:

1. To know the key features of various Mobile Operating Systems (specially Android)
2. To know essential Android programming concepts.
3. To know various applications like content Providers, Rich user interactive interfaces etc. using Android.
4. To have an exposure to the latest trends in Mobile Applications.
5. To show the compatibility and support of Android for various multimedia applications.

UNIT I
Android Introduction and Basics:
Introduction to Android Platform, Android vs. other mobile platforms, Android Stack, Android Versions and Installing Android SDK components, updating SDK components, Android emulator, Sample programs on emulator.

Java role and java for Android:
Reshaping client side java as Android, java type system, scope and idioms of java programming.

UNIT II
Android Applications and its Anatomy:
Android programming model vs. traditional programming models, Activities, Intents andTasks, Other Android Components, Component Life Cycles, Static Application Resources and Context
UNIT III
Android Frame Work and User Interface Design:
Android GUI Architecture, Assembling a Graphical Interface, different layouts – Linear Layout and Table Layout etc., Drawable Resources, Drawables, Resolution and density independence
Working with common widgets, List View and Adapters, The Menu and the Action Bar, View Debugging and Optimization.

UNIT IV
Fragments and Multiplatform Support:

UNIT V
Handling and Persisting Data:
Relational Database Overview, SQLite, SQL and the Database-Centric Data Model for Android Applications, the Android Database Classes, Database Design for Android Applications, Using the Database API: MJAndroid.

UNIT VI
Content Providers:
Understanding Content Providers, Defining a Provider Public API, Writing and Integrating a Content Provider, File Management and Binary Data, Android MVC & Content observation. Sample Content Provider.

UNIT VII
Location and Mapping:
Location-Based Services, Mapping, the Google Maps Activity, the MapView and MapActivity, Working with MapViews, MapView and MyLocationOverlay Initialization Pausing and Resuming a MapActivity, Controlling the Map with Menu Buttons Controlling the Map with the Keypad.

UNIT VIII
Multi Media, Communication, Identity, Synchronization:
Audio and Video, Playing Audio and Video, Recording Audio and Video, Stored Media Content, Account Contacts, Authentication and Synchronization, Bluetooth.

Learning Resources

Text Books:
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Mobile application development is a process of creating software that will run on a mobile device. Such a difficult task requires time, skills, and a sufficient budget. However, even with an experienced team, it is not always possible to create something worthwhile since there are millions of applications, making it difficult to be notable among them. Mobile app development is the act or process by which a mobile app is developed for mobile devices, such as personal digital assistants, enterprise digital assistants or mobile phones. These applications can be pre-installed on phones during manufacturing platforms, or delivered as web applications using server-side or client-side processing (e.g., JavaScript) to provide an "application-like" experience within a Web browser. Application software developers also must consider a long array of screen Mobile application development is the process of creating software applications that run on a mobile device, and a typical mobile application utilizes a network connection to work with remote computing resources. Hence, the mobile development process involves creating installable software bundles (code, binaries, assets, etc.) , implementing backend services such as data access with an API, and testing the application on target devices.